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Take One
It’s Free
US Navy 'Game-Changer':
Converting Seawater Into
Fuel

In God We Trust
US
Naval
Research
Laboratory, who
have
already
flown a model
airplane with fuel
produced
from
seawater.
Dr
Heather
Willauer,
an
research chemist
who has spent nearly a decade on the project, can hardly
hide her enthusiasm.
"For the first time, we've been able to develop a technology
to get CO2 and hydrogen from seawater simultaneously,
that's a big breakthrough," she said, adding that the fuel
"doesn't look or smell very different."

By Mathieu Rabechault, April 7, 2014, apf.com

Seawater-Ruled Battleships
Washington (AFP) - The US Navy believes it has finally
worked out the solution to a problem that has intrigued
scientists for decades: how to take seawater and use it as
fuel.

All other vessels must frequently abandon their mission for
a few hours to navigate in parallel with the tanker, a
delicate operation, especially in bad weather.
The ultimate goal is to eventually get away from the
dependence on oil altogether, which would also mean the
navy is no longer hostage to potential shortages of oil or
fluctuations in its cost.
Vice Admiral Philip Cullom declared: "It's a huge milestone
for us."

A general view of a US Navy ship at the Washington Naval Yard on
September 17, 2013 in Washington, DC (AFP Photo/Patrick Smith)

Now that they have demonstrated it can work, the next step
is to produce it in industrial quantities. But before that, in
partnership with several universities, the experts want to
improve the amount of CO2 and hydrogen they can capture.
"We've demonstrated the feasibility, we want to improve
the process efficiency," explained Willauer.
Collum is just as excited.

New Mexico Police Chief
Fired Likely Because He
Attended Constitutional
Rights Gathering

"We don't necessarily go to a gas station to get our fuel, our
gas station comes to us in terms of an oiler, a replenishment
ship.

New Mexico police chief
Shane Harger recently
attended an event in Las
Vegas held by a group that
urges police officials to be
mindful of the U.S.
Constitution
in
the
execution of their duties.
But upon returning home
from
the
convention,
Harger was suddenly fired
from his job as the chief of
Jemez Springs, New Mexico because, he says, he has been
called a “terrorist” for believing in the Constitution.

"If you don't want to re-engineer every ship, every type of
engine, every aircraft, that's why we need what we call
drop-in replacement fuels that look, smell and essentially
are the same as any kind of petroleum-based fuels."

"We need to challenge the results of the assumptions that
are the result of the last six decades of constant access to
cheap, unlimited amounts of fuel," added Cullom.

Who knows how many more cases there would be if all 50
states participated?

By Warner Todd Hudson, March
30, 2014, rightwingnews.com

“A crucial benefit,” says Collum, “is that the fuel can be
used in the same engines already fitted in ships and aircraft.

"We are in very challenging times where we really do have
to think in pretty innovative ways to look at how we create
energy, how we value energy and how we consume it.

Additionally, during an audit of death records from the
Department of Health and Human Services, the Board
discovered:
 50,000 new death records that had not previously been
provided to the State Board of Elections.
 13,416 deceased voters on the voter rolls in October
2013.
 81 deceased voters that had voter activity after they died.

"For us in the military, in the Navy, we have some pretty
unusual and different kinds of challenges," he said.

"Developing a game-changing technology like this,
seawater to fuel, really is something that reinvents a lot of
the way we can do business when you think about logistics,
readiness.

Dr. Heather Willauer explains how scientists at the Naval
Research Laboratory in Washington, DC can hardly hide
her enthusiasm.

 765 voters with an exact match of first and last name,
DOB and last four digits of SSN were registered in N.C.
and another state and voted in N.C. and the other state in
the 2012 general election.
 35,750 voters with the same first and last name and DOB
were registered in N.C. and another state and voted in
both states in the 2012 general election.
 155,692 voters with the same first and last name, DOB
and last four digits of SSN were registered in N.C. and
another state – and the latest date of registration or voter
activity did not take place within N.C.

These findings were possible thanks to the Republicandominated state legislature passing a law last year requiring
elections staff to check information for North Carolina’s
more than 6.5 million voters against a database, called
Interstate Crosscheck, which contains information for 101
million voters in 28 states.

The development of a liquid hydrocarbon fuel is being
hailed as "a game-changer" because it would signficantly
shorten the supply chain, a weak link that makes any force
easier to attack.
The US has a fleet of 15 military oil tankers, and only
aircraft carriers and some submarines are equipped with
nuclear propulsion.

Initial findings from the Board presented to the Joint
Legislative Elections Oversight Committee:

Drawbacks? Only one, it seems: researchers warn it will be
at least a decade before US ships are able to produce their
own fuel on board.

‘Dead’ And ‘Double’ Voting
In North Carolina: Mass
Voter Fraud Uncovered

"Basically, we've treated energy like air, something that's
always there and that we don't worry about too much. But
the reality is that we do have to worry about it."
US experts have found out how to extract carbon dioxide
and hydrogen gas from seawater.

Chief Harger attended the Las Vegas gathering of the
Constitutional Sheriffs and Peace Officers Association
(CSPOA) to hear what the group had to say about its goals.
Harger says he’d never attended such an event in the past
and until the Vegas event was not a member of the group.
On the way to the CSPOA event, though, the chief suddenly
found that his name had been placed on some sort of
watchlist by the Transportation Security Administration
(TSA) and he was harassed by TSA agents as he tried to
board his plane.
Harger reported that when he got to the airport a man who
briefly flashed a badge and claimed to be a “federal agent”
(from what agency he would not say) informed the police
chief that he was a “person of interest” and that he had to be
detained.
The reason given by the TSA for his detention was that
Harger was carrying a legally issued driver’s license under
the name Braxton Haze, a name that Harger said he was
using because he had been involved in a “high-profile”
investigation that threatened his safety when he was a
deputy in Valencia County. So he had his name legally
changed during that time period. (He left law enforcement
for a time after the 2013 case, but when he was hired by
Jemez Springs he was hired under his real name.)

Then, using a catalytic converter, they transformed them
into a fuel by a gas-to-liquids process. They hope the fuel
will not only be able to power ships, but also planes.
This 2 April 2014 US Navy handout image shows a beaker
of fuel(right) made from seawater by scienti …
That means instead of relying on tankers, ships will be able
to produce fuel at sea.
- 'Game-changing' technology -

By S. Lachance, April 3, 2014, madworldnews.com

The predicted cost of jet fuel using the technology is in the
range of three to six dollars per gallon, say experts at the

North Carolina’s Board of Elections has uncovered tens of
thousands of instances of potential voter fraud in the 2012
election.

Want this newspaper delivered to
your home or business? See
subscription information on page 2.
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Harger was held for thirty-five minutes and his
interrogation was video taped. He was not charged with
anything and subsequent attempts to get a copy of the video
have been ignored by the federal government.
While at the CSPOA event, Chief Harger signed the
Resolution of the Constitutional Sheriffs and Peace Officers
Association, a pledge that police officers will, “obey and
observe limitations consisting of the enumerated powers as
detailed within Article 1 Section 8 of the U S Constitution
and the Bill Of Rights.”
When Chief Harger returned home, however, he discovered
that Sandoval County, NM Sheriff Douglas C. Wood had
intervened with his city, Jemez Springs, and demanded that
the city fire the chief and disband the police department.
Sheriff Woods also demanded that Chief Harger surrender
his county special deputy commission for “liability and
public safety reasons.”
After this story was broken by Sam Bushman of the website
Liberty Roundtable, the local newspaper made to “correct”
some of the facts of the incident noting that Sheriff Woods
did not disband the Jemez Springs department nor fire Chief
Harger because, in fact, the Sheriff has no such power to do
so.
The paper also stated that the Chief had not been fired. But
Harger himself reported that he was brought before a
meeting of the town council and told he was fired and that
his firing was decided in a closed-door meeting to which he
was not a party.
“I have been terminated. I have been fired at council
meeting tonight. They let me go with no reason as to why,”
Harger told Bushman on February 12.
Still, it appears that the city reversed itself and decided to
put him on “desk duty” pending further actions. But even at
that Harger told the media that the city demanded that he
take away the badges and IDs from his officers.
Harger still insists that his treatment is tied to his
association with the CSPOA, but city officials dispute that.

If the Goal is “Energy
Independence,” What
Issues Should be a Priority
in America?
By Marita Noon, April 7, 2014,
Executive Director, Energy Makes
America Great Inc.

Recently
the
Democratic
Congressional
Campaign
Committee (DCCC) sent out a
2014 Priority Issues Survey”
which contained a section on
energy.
Section VII, asks: “Which of
the following will help America
achieve energy independence?”
It offers five options that do little to move America toward
energy independence—which isn’t even a realistic goal
given the fungible nature of liquid fuels. Additionally, most
of the choices given on the DCCC survey actually increase
energy costs for all Americans—serving as a hidden tax—
but hurt those on the lower end of the socio-economic scale
the most. The proposals hurt the very people the party
purports to champion.
The survey asks respondents to “check all that apply.”

Raising gas mileage standards for all new cars
and trucks
This choice presumes that making a law requiring
something will make it happen. Even the current Corporate
Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) Standard of 54.5 miles per
gallon (mpg) will be tough to hit.
With the price of gasoline wavering between $3-4.00 a
gallon, most people are very conscious of their fuel
expenditures. If it were technologically possible to build a
cost-effective truck or SUV that had the size and safety
Americans want and that got 54.5 mpg, that manufacturer
would have the car-buying public beating a path to its door.
Every car company would love to be the one to corner that
market—but it is not easy, it probably won’t be possible,
and it surely won’t be cheap.

Develop renewable energy sources
In preparation for writing this column, I posted this
question on my Facebook page: If the goal is “energy
independence,” what issues should be a priority in
America? The first answer posted was: “Smart grid and fast
ramp natural gas turbines.” Another offered: “High
efficiency appliances and lights. I am a LED FAN!” Yet,
another: “Solar, tidal, water.” Bzzzzzzt, all wrong answers.

All of the above suggestions are about electricity. The U.S.
is already electricity independent. We have enough coal and
uranium under our soil to provide for our electrical needs
for the next several centuries. Add to that America’s
newfound abundance of natural gas and we are set
indefinitely. By the time we might run out of fuel for
electricity, new technologies will have been developed
based on something totally different, and, I believe,
something that no one is even thinking about today.

Encouraging
conservation

consumer

and

industrial

Consumers are already feeling the pinch of higher energy
costs—both electricity and liquid fuels. When possible,
people are restricting driving by taking a stay-cation rather
than a traditional vacation. Many people who can afford the
option are switching to more energy-efficient light bulbs.
Most industry is energy intensive. In story about the Ford
F-150’s use of aluminum to lower mpg, the WSJ says that
the new manufacturing process requires “powerful and
electricity-hungry vacuums.” Industry cannot stay in
business without profit. Therefore, in interest of
preservation, energy conservation is already virtually an
instinct.

Investing in energy efficient technology
When the word “investing” is used in reference to a
government document or program, it always means
spending taxpayer dollars. In a time of ongoing economic
stress, we don’t need to borrow more money to spend it on
something of questionable impact on energy independence.
Remember, much of the “efficiency” numbers bandied
about refer to electricity, which has nothing to do with
energy independence.
Increasing offshore drilling and oil exploration in
wilderness areas
Respondents are discouraged from selecting the one item on
the list that could actually lead to “energy independence” by
the inclusion of the words “offshore” and “wilderness
areas”—as if those are the only places drilling could take
place.
Yes, we should increase exploration and drilling—and,
while there are risks, it can be and has been done safely in
offshore and wilderness areas. But there are vast resources
available on federal lands that are either locked up or are
under a de facto ban due to the slow-walking of drilling
permits.
While the options on the DCCC survey, even if a
respondent checked them all, will do little to “help America
achieve energy independence,” the survey didn’t include
any choices that could really make a difference.
Some selections that would indicate a true desire to see
America freed from OPEC’s grip should include:
Approving the Keystone pipeline;
Revising the Endangered Species Act so that it isn’t
used to block American Energy Development;
Encouraging the use of Compressed Natural Gas as a
transportation fuel in passenger vehicles and
commercial trucks;
Expediting permitting for exploration and drilling on
federal lands;
Opening up the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge; and
Cutting red tape and duplicative regulations to
encourage development.
The fact that not one option that would truly make a
difference was included belies the ideology of the Democrat
Party. Its goals do not include energy independence. Instead
it wants to continue the crony corruption that has become
the hallmark of the Obama Administration as evidenced by
Secretary of Energy Ernest Moniz’s April 2 announcement
that: “the department would probably throw open the door
for new applications for renewable energy project loan
guarantees during the second quarter of this year.”
The goal shouldn’t really be “energy independence,”
instead, it should be energy freedom—the ability to use
energy freely without people hostile to America being able
to use it as a weapon against us.
American Patriot News is published every second week
in 23 Florida Counties and 7 states on Monday, by OPR
(Operation Paul Revere) Assoc., Inc., P.O. Box 681,
Shady Grove, Florida 32357, 850-672-4221
Subscription Rate: $18/6 mo or $36/year (1 st class mail).
Make check payable to OPR Associates, Inc.
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Holder Snaps as Gohmert
Hits a Nerve: ‘You Don’t
Want to Go There, Buddy’
By Cheryl Carpenter
Klimek, April 9, 2014,
bizpacreview.com

U.S. Rep. Louis
Gohmert, R-Texas,
scolded Attorney
General
Eric
Holder
for
withholding
documents from Congress, sparking a testy exchange
Tuesday during a House Judiciary Committee hearing.
Gohmert told Holder that documents requested in the Holy
Land Foundation investigation had not been provided and
reminded the attorney general that he had been held in
contempt over a similar situation.
This fiery exchange followed, according to video posted on
YouTube by Gohmert:
GOHMERT: “I realize that contempt is not a big deal to
our attorney general, but it is important that we have
proper oversight.”
HOLDER: “You don’t want to go there, buddy! You don’t
want to go there, okay.”
GOHMERT: “I don’t want to go there?”
HOLDER: “No.”
GOHMERT: “About the contempt?”
HOLDER (pointing his finger at Gohmert):“You should not
assume that that is not a big deal to me. I think that it was
inappropriate, I think it was unjust. But never think that
that was not a big deal to me. Don’t ever think that.”
GOHMERT: “I’m just looking for evidence and normally
we’re known by our fruits, and there’s been no indications
that it was a big deal because your department still has not
been forthcoming in producing the documents that were the
subject of the contemp.t”
The congressman was referring to the contempt charges that
the House brought against Holder in 2012 for failing to
provide documents relating to the Fast and Furious gunrunning investigation.

BREAKING: Feds Prep for
Waco Style Raid of Bundy
Ranch
By

Dee,

April 9,
2014,
teapartyorg.ning.com

In the state of
Nevada, Cliven
Bundy and his
family are
currently caught
in a fight over
land with the
Federal
government. This is over his long standing refusal to
acknowledge a 1993 modification to grazing rights on the
land.
Bundy claims the land has been in his family since the
1800s. On Saturday, hundreds of federal officials,
helicopters, low flying aircraft and hired cowboys, began
rounding up Bundy's cattle in northeastern Clark County.
Bundy stated to the media, "I have raised cattle on that land,
which is public land for the people of Clark County, all my
life. Why I raise cattle there and why I can raise cattle there
is because I have preemptive rights... who is the trespasser
here? Who is the trespasser on this land? Is the United
States trespassing on Clark County, Nevada, land? Or is it
Cliven Bundy who is trespassing on Clark County, Nevada,
land? Who's the trespasser?"
More than 100 supporters violated a crudely taped off "First
Amendment Area" to rally in support of the Bundy family.
They erected two flagpoles with the words "We the People"
above a flag which read, "Liberty, Freedom, For God We
Stand". The first amendment area stood empty, with one
sign nearby declaring, "1st Amendment is not an area."
The feds say the move is about enforcing the law and
protecting the endangered desert tortoise, but the Bundy
family says the spat represents a showdown between big
government and American farmers.
The Feds claim that the removal of the cattle from the land
will cost taxpayers roughly $ 3 million.
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Donaldson Bridge UpdateAn Example Why Our
Country is Broke
.

©

Common Law Grand
Juries Now Constituted in
All of Florida’s 67 Counties

By APN Staff, March 9, 2014

The Donaldson Bridge in Shady Grove is scheduled for
replacement because of its deficiencies. First a little
history:
The bridge was built in 1984 to replace a wooden structure
that was deemed unsafe. The then county engineer, Peter
Haun, of Nolan Blue Associated, was requested on March
1, 1964 to get with the FDOT and report back to the
County Commission with any pertinent information.

“A one-lane, 90 foot, concrete bridge with concrete
pilings, with headwalls on the bridge to be
cement/sand rip rap, using certified materials and to
meet the requirements and/or specifications of the
Florida Department of Transportation, Bridge No. H15;

2.

Work to be completed within 60 days from signing of
the contract;

3.

Contractor to certify the Bridge upon completion;

4.

County to furnish test boring information”

At the commission meeting on April 26, 1984, three bids
for the bridge replacement were received. “The chairman,
Albert Johnson, Jr. appointed Commissioners Rowell,
Henry and Projects Coordinator Allen, as a committee to
study all bids received and make a recommendation to the
Board at the next meeting.” Additionally “The Board
Unanimously instructed the County Road Department
Director (Sheffield), who is a certified bridge inspector, to
be the Construction Inspector on this project at all times
during this construction, and that the Assistant Road
Director handle Road Department matters in the absence of
the Director.”
On May 1, 1984, the Board awarded the new bridge
contract to Echo Enterprises, Inc. of Patterson, Georgia, in
the amount of $33,750.00.
On June 9, 1984, the Board approved an invoice for
$33,750.00 for completion of the bridge.
What is not clear from the available records is how the
bridge pilings and endwalls were changed from concrete to
wood.
Fast forward to today and we find after reviewing the
bridge inspection reports that the main defect of the bridge
is rot in the wood pilings. The superstructure from the
pilings up is in satisfactory condition.
Since the bridge has little use (51 cars/day), the residents
from the Shady Grove area have petitioned Commissioner
Feagle to work with the FDOT to repair the existing bridge
no matter how extensive these repairs may be. The original
bridge contractor gave APN an informal quote of $350.000
for total replacement of the bridge (now with heavier H-20
loading and concrete piles/caps), which has a FDOT
approval. Also he said the BFI report will cost an additional
$25,000 to $30,000. Common sense would seem to indicate
that no matter how extensive the repairs, they would be
less expensive than a new bridge..
Here is the deal. The DOT wants to replace the bridge at an
estimated cost of 3.53 million dollars. You, the taxpayers,
get to foot the bill or at least the obligation because the
Federal Government is broke. Citizens are demanding that
our County Commissioners do whatever necessary to return
approximately 3 million dollars to the taxpayers. As was
stated in a Commission meeting last month, make the
headlines read “County Returns 3 Million dollars to
Taxpayers” and if the DOT won’t return the monies, add
“FDOT Refuses to do The Same”. Yes, the $0.50 loaf of
bread in 1984 is more like $2.50 today, but by the
government’s math it would cost $50.00.
Your next opportunity to speak on this issue will be April
22nd at the County Commission Meeting, 6:00 PM, where
the issue will be discussed with FDOT. Demand answers.
Will you be part of the solution? All appearances are that
they are spending the engineering monies as fast as
possible so that they won’t have to return any to you.

As it turns out, every item scanned at Wal-Mart, America’s
top food reseller with an estimated 25% of market share,
supports Agenda 21 through a little known organization
called the Global Recording Initiative. The GRI, according
to its website, is a non-profit entity which “promotes the
use of sustainability reporting as a way for organizations to
become more sustainable and contribute to sustainable
development.” Wal-Mart is one of the growing number of
corporations who attach to the registry, “voluntarily”
conforming to the policies of GRI, which is a
“collaborating centre” with the United Nations
Environment Programme (UNEP).
The GRI functions as an over-the-shoulder manager, one
that tracks compliance—through a school-style alphabet
grading system—by companies who submit the proper
paperwork and commit to managing their firms under the
dictates of Agenda 21. UNEP, the executor of Agenda 21,
is plain in its expectations and goals for the initiative,
saying, “You can’t manage what you can’t measure.”

On March 15, 1984 Haun reported back to the Commission
that the bridge was in a bad state of repair and needed to be
replaced. The board motioned and unanimously passed to
advertise for a new bridge to include the following:
1.

It is appears now they may be right, this time involving a
place most households in the Western world cannot avoid,
the grocery store.

Wal-Mart, for its part, dedicates eight pages of the
corporate website to explaining the company’s “global
responsibility” values, including an explanation of the “live
better” portion of the company’s current ad campaign,
“Save money. Live better.” The phrase, according to WalMart’s sustainability page, reflects a strong commitment
toward “driving meaningful change in a way that no other
company can.”

Power of the Grand Jury - In a stunning 6 to 3 decision
Justice Antonin Scalia, writing for the majority, confirmed
that the American grand jury is neither part of the judicial,
executive nor legislative branches of government, but
instead belongs to the people. It is in effect a fourth branch
of government "governed" and administered to directly by
and on behalf of the American people, and its authority
emanates from the Bill of Rights, see United States -vWilliams.

The Global Recording
Initiative: Yes, Your
Grocery Store is Forcing
You Into Agenda 21

B Gretchen Olson, April 5, 2014, canadafree press.com

UN building a web of human control
unprecedented in recorded history
Agenda 21, the United Nation’s open plan for global
sustainability, is widely understood to be voluntary. Critics
of the scheme, however, insist the UN is engaging in
double-speak, and that this so-called “volunteer” status is
actually creating a world government through the
interlinking of UN bureaucracies and international
corporations.
Taylor County Commission Meeting
April 22, 2014, Board Meeting, 6:00 PM
April 29, 2014, Board Workshop, 6:00 PM
May 5, 2014, Board Meeting, 6:00 PM
Perry City Council Meeting
April 22, 2014, 5:30 PM
May 13, 2014, 5:30 PM
Taylor County School Board
April 15, 2014 Board Meeting, 5:00 PM
April 25, 2014 Board Meeting, 6:00 PM

But Wal-Mart’s compliance is more than just a shallow
public relations tactic. In fact, the economic powerhouse is
in full submission to the GRI, promising “progress,”
“engagement with external stakeholders,” and “making
corrections as needed.” Pointedly, the company has added
sustainability standards to what are already considered
hard-core demands on suppliers. One mandate, for
example, requires that “all direct import suppliers source 95
percent of their production from factories that receive one
of our two highest ratings in audits for environmental and
social practices.” Wal-Mart is only one of thousands of
companies bringing its customers into compliance with
Agenda 21, most recently promoted as the solution to the
now debunked fear of catastrophic man-made climate
change. Last year Kroger, in second place for American
grocery sales, produced a 69-page sustainability report for
the GRI, touting it as “the world’s most widely used
sustainability reporting framework.” (For the sustainability
rankings of major global corporations)
Because Agenda 21 is comprehensive in scope, this is only
the first wave of the Global Recording Initiative. Currently
the Initiative is targeting mid-sized companies and locallyowned concerns around the globe, pushing them to follow
the track laid by 95% of world’s largest companies, who
have already begun self-reporting. According to GRI,
“developing countries and Small and Medium Enterprises
(SMEs) will be given particular attention in progressing on
sustainability reporting.” Rural areas are also being brought
into the reporting fold, through efforts such as the
Sustainable Rural Management project in Spain.
The focus on private enterprise is only one road of many
leading toward full implementation of Agenda 21/global
sustainability in the past two decades. Much of the progress
thus far has been through laws and regulations enacted by
governments around the world, including the United States.
American citizens became yoked to the plan when
President George H.W. Bush enthusiastically assented “by
consensus” in 1992 at the United Nations Conference on
the Environment and Development in Rio de Janeiro,
where it was first publicly unveiled. Recently the Global
Recording Initiative and the United Nations Environment
Programme (UNEP) boosted the force of national
governments with the formation of The Group of Friends of
Paragraph 47 [of Agenda 21], made up of heads of state
from around the world, where “leading governments join
together to commit to corporate sustainability reporting.”
Local governments have also been strongly directed to
enter the collective through tendril organizations such as
the International Council on Local Environmental
Initiatives (ICLEI), which began three years before the Rio
conference in an effort to press small municipalities into
helping stop ozone depletion. According to his online
resume, the founder of ICLEI, Jeb Brugmann, “conceived
and led promotion of Local Agenda 21 scaling worldwide
through ‘national campaigns’ led by national associations
of local government.”
-----Continued on Page 4-----.
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Armed Govt. Siege of
Bundy Ranch Rapidly
Escalating Into America's
Tiananmen Square
Showdown

Also, a great many well-meaning citizens and local media
are being drawn Pied Piper-style into compliance through
“Transform” programs, where a trained organizer
facilitates public input sessions with the purported purpose
to improve communities. Though promoted as grassroots,
these efforts do not originate in the targeted cities, nor are
participant’s comments used. Instead, the meetings are
guided via the Delphi technique, creating a “consensus” in
line with pre-set goals consistent with “Transforming
America Under UN Agenda 21.”
Far from a glob of stagnant bureaucracy, in the past 20
years the United Nations has developed a formidable circle
of “volunteers,” including presidents and prime ministers,
CEOs of international corporations, titans of global
finance, non-profit entities and religious organizations,
state and provincial lawmakers and governors, local
players and naïve shoppers. Together they are creating and
complying with a system that will measure and manage
everything from AC batteries to zombie Nerf guns. And
the Global Recording Initiative is bringing them all
together “voluntarily” under a dark net of paperwork.
The UN is clear about why it continues building a web of
human control unprecedented in recorded history: “An
enabling global environment is a necessary condition for
the post 2015 agenda to succeed, to set the global
community on a course toward a 2030 which is more
prosperous, more equitable, more peaceful and more just.”

Florida Constitutional
Amendment 1
By APN Staff, April 14, 2014, 2nd notice

Largest land grab in Florida’s history.
In an article by James Taylor on September 30, 2013,
(mediatrackers.org): “Federal, state and local government
already owns 28 percent of the land in Florida, with the
majority of government-owned land carrying restrictions
preventing development. Nearly every year, the Florida
legislature directs that taxes be collected and then spent
buying additional land from private citizens and then
turning the land over to government. Environmental
activist groups seek to make it a Florida constitutional
requirement that government officials spend $10 billion in
taxpayer funds during the next 20 years to buy up still
more private land and turn it over to government.”
So the question remains, “How much land should the
government own and control?” Not only do the taxpayers
pay for the land, but they have to make up for the lost
revenue in ad valorem taxes. We recommend all of our
readers study this issue carefully before going to vote.

Republican Organizing
Against Conservatives

Republican leadership along with George Soros is holding
a fundraiser at Amelia Island in North Florida this
Saturday. A news conference was held at the entrance to
the Ritz-Carlton, Thursday, April 10, 2014, spearheaded by
the Liberty Dwellers of Nassau County. At the news
conference it was announced the rally will be held on
Saturday from 10:00 AM to 4:00 PM at the rear entrance
of the Ritz.

By Mike Adams, April
11,
2014,
naturalnews.com

ObamaCare Signs Up 57.3
Million!
Here’s how you write a headline—if you’re going to lie,
LIE BIG!!! No one will bother to prove it wrong, just as
there’s no way Obama can back up any of his numbers.
The great benefit to Obama is the 47 million vacuous
people in this country who will believe anything that
falls out of his mouth, yet if he later denied it with his
hand on a Koran, they’d swear George Bush made him
do it.
The Affordable Care Act is a loser. Anyone with an IQ
to the left of a decimal point knows it. It’s not
affordable, no bureaucrat cares—okay—the ‘Act’ part is
true—it’s all an act; to get votes, to redirect a
humongous chunk of the tax stream to administration
friends, and to further control, enslave, and rob
Americans.
Who would possibly think any bureaucracy could
manage to do anything other than screw up whatever
they try, let alone something as critically important, so
inconceivably complicated, and so individually specific,
precise, and intimate as the relationship between a
patient and their doctor?
The scheme to destroy the greatest economy the world
has ever known is simple: first pretend you care, using
phrases like,”…for your own good…’, “we must do it
for the children…”, and “…it’s your right…” That’s
how we got Social Security, Medicare, Medicaid,
government unions, the income tax, centralized banking,
the United Nations, and every other bureaucratic
boondoggle the nefarious and the self-delusional have
been able to con us into, while using our money to hide
their failures.
But ObamaCare is the icing on the bureaucake—the
coup de grace, the pinnacle of pinnacles, the ultimate
knife in the back. If draining our treasury and driving us
into a gutter of debt so deep we have to reach down to
touch our roof is not good enough, we have now signed
onto the bottomless pit of socialized medicine that fails
every time it is tried. Remember Einstein’s definition of
insanity? Well here we go again—and cross your
fingers—this time it just might work!
A thousand years from now, when we recover from the
damage done by Common Core, and people learn to
read, write, and do simple arithmetic again, stories will
begin to emerge about civilization’s greatest
accomplishment; a nation conceived in liberty, born in
free enterprise, and blessed by the right to private
property; a nation that became a beacon to people all
over the word, who yearned to be free, to achieve on
their own merit and reach their greatest potential.
And as the stories spread, people will begin to wonder;
how could such a great nation fall? How could just a few
generations of Americans destroy such a precious
legacy? And why would anyone not see the
immeasurable value in nurturing, and protecting, and
preserving that great nation for all time?
The answer is simple: we let it slip away, an inch at a
time, as we turned a deaf ear to every warning, and told
ourselves, “Someone ought to do something”.

In 1989, members of
China's Democracy
Movement staged a
massive protest in
Tiananmen Square.
In response, the
communist Chinese
government commanded near-total control over the nation's
media while dispatching heavily armed soldiers and tanks to
surround and intimidate the protesters.
Today, the U.S. government has dispatched hundreds of
heavily armed soldiers, snipers and helicopters to lay siege
to a ranch near Bunkerville, Nevada, called the "Bundy
Ranch," where the Bundy family has been running cattle
since the 1870's. In 1949, the federal Bureau of Land
Management was created, and in the 1990's the BLM
claimed (false) authority to start charging "grazing fees" for
Bundy's cattle. Today, the BLM claims the Bundy family
owes over $1 million to the government.
Feds engage in Chinese-style brutality and violence
In order to collect that $1 million and lay seige to the land
the Bundy family has been using for generations, the BLM
is engaged in the very same kind of brutality and threat of
violence that the Chinese government used against its
protesters in 1989. In fact, similarities between the two are
numerous.
• The mainstream media now functions as a total
government mouthpiece, broadcasting lies and propaganda
such as the false claim that "a protester kicked one of the
BLM's security dogs." (In fact, a BLM officer verbally
commanded the dog to attack the protesters.) This is similar
to the Chinese government directly controlling virtually the
entire Chinese press.
• The massive show of unjustified force is being used,
such as positioning government snipers on hilltops around
the Bundy ranch, with line-of-sight inside the Bundy home
so that shots can be taken to kill the Bundy family.
• The deployment of absurd "overkill" hardware: Tanks
in the case of China, and government helicopters in the case
of the Bundy ranch in Nevada. It has also been reported by
Pete Santilli and Adam Kokesh that BLM has hired
Blackwater-style operatives to don BLM badges and wade
into the scene as soldiers for hire.
• The intimidation and silencing of local law enforcement
is being used. In the case of the Bundy ranch in Nevada, the
local Sheriff of Clark County has the constitutional
authority to arrest all BLM personnel for felony theft of
cattle and trespassing. Yet he has been intimidated into
silence, thereby abandoning his own constituents. In China,
officials who were friendly to the protesters were demoted,
purged or kidnapped and killed by the Chinese government.
• The Chinese government declared Martial Law and
arrested anyone they wished. Similarly in Nevada, the
BLM has declared a state of effective Martial Law by
threatening to arrest anyone who sets foot on the desert
dirt. The BLM also set up a "First Amendment Zone"
and threatened to arrest anyone who strayed outside the
zone who wished to express their First Amendment
rights. Dave Bundy, son of Cliven Bundy, was brutalized
and arrested for taking photographs on a public highway.

Dixie Patriot

Marinated Salad
from Seasoned With Love

The Republican Mainstreet Partnership PAC event is
holding a $5000 a plate event to benefit the Sorossupported PAC. They reportedly are building a war chest
to defeat tea party and conservative candidates.

1 head broccoli
1head cauliflower
1 pt. cherry tomatoes, cut in half
1 can pitted black olives, sliced
1 c. sm. pearl onions, sliced to rings
1 lg. bottle Zesty Italian dressing
Cut broccoli and cauliflower florets. Mix all ingredients
and marinate overnight.

Additional information may be viewed at naturalnews.com

